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About Us

Sunburn Retreat Pvt.Ltd a Bhubaneswar based organization having its corporate office in Bhubaneswar endeavors since long to boost tourism through its Water Sports project at Puri. Sunburn is the first company to introduce water sport in Odisha.The water sports activities involves water parasailing, operation of Jet Ski (water scooter), operation of speed boat, Banana boat, peddle boats etc.The area of operation would be at sea stretching the area from Hans Cocopam to sterling resort covering water area about 300 to 400 mtrs distance from Seashore on the water in the river bed of Mangala River near sterling resort (about 3 kms). Water parasailing, water scooter, speed boats, banana boats would be operated in the Sea water and pedal boats, if possible water scooter will be operated at Managala River. Some other water sports are also contemplated to be taken up in Mangala River.+ Read More








Nature of Business

Service Provider





										
									


	

	
Legal Status of Firm

Limited Company (Ltd./Pvt.Ltd.)


									

								


									
									
									
									



Annual Turnover

Upto Rs. 50 Lakh






									
                        
                        
	

GST Number
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Corporate Yacht
Get Latest Price


A luxury 'corporate yacht charter' offers a fantastic platform to impress potential clients, boost morale of employees and implement team building exercises in unique and memorable settings. The spectacular backdrops, vibrant atmosphere and unparalleled service available on a superyacht charter are perfectly suited to industry networking, formal business meetings and hosting exclusive events, all delivered with big impact. From elegant evening events to week long cruises, a corporate charter is tailor-made to the needs and purposes of your business goal, with the added elements of complete privacy, decadent cuisine and endless activities to create a truly special occasion.
The water sports activities involves water parasailing, operation of Jet Ski (water scooter), operation of speed boat, Banana boat, peddle boats etc.
Chartering a yacht is becoming more and more  appealing and attractive way of spending a holiday. It is not only an activity of sea lovers who can’t afford a private boat – chartering a yacht is quite simple, you don’t bother with paperwork and there is a wide range of yachts for you to choose from. Whether you are interested in charters for a special occasion, escaping a business week or corporate team building event on the waters of Arabian Sea, we have the expertise to make your dream a reality.
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Banana Boat
Get Latest Price


A banana boat (or water sled), is an unpowered, inflatable recreational boat meant for towing. It was invented by Glenn Matthews in the late 1980s. Different models usually accommodate three to ten riders sitting on a larger, main tube and resting their feet on two laterally flanking tubes which stabilize the boat. The main tube is often yellow and banana-shaped. Some models have two main tubes.
Banana boat is the exciting water activities ride on the rubber boat in form of Banana and pulled by the speed boat. This adventure brings you to the fun situation along with partner or group which can give the memorable experience. The adventure ride on the Banana Boat is the most spectacular marine. The Puri beach is featured by the calm seawater that ideally for marine sport activities and Banana Boat is one of the perfect choices to be experienced.
Banana Boat riding is one of the spectacular water activities to explore the warm and blue sea water within 15 minutes on each trip. The surprise movement on Banana Boat riding is one of the fantastic moments and gives you unforgettable memory.
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Amphibian Aircraft
Get Latest Price


An amphibious aircraft or amphibian is an aircraft that can take off and land on both land and water. Fixed-wing amphibious aircraft are seaplanes (flying boats and floatplanes) that are equipped with retractable wheels, at the expense of extra weight and complexity, plus diminished range and fuel economy compared to planes designed for land or water only. Some amphibians are fitted with reinforced keels which act as skiis, allowing them to land on snow or ice with their wheels up and are dubbed tri-phibians.
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Fly Fish Boat
Get Latest Price


This heavy duty fly-fishing float tube offers 325 lbs. of flotation in a portable fishing platform. Featuring an inflatable seat designed to ride high in the water
The Flyfish products are fantastic, fabulous and spectacular and moreover a very high quality product. This product was tested in an intensive way in order to offer the maximum of safety. In the right conditions, the Flyfish takes off and produces incredible sensations. It is the perfect sport for water sports clubs.
The Flyfish defines a new kind of water sports gear for professionals. Run it on your beach and it will become the biggest attraction around. It jumps and flies over the water. The Flyfish is better than any kind of banana or tube, it generates incredible sensations and is an attraction at the beach.
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Jet ski
Get Latest Price


It was the "first commercially successful" personal watercraft in America, having been released in 1972. The term is sometimes used to refer to any type of personal watercraft.
A personal water craft (PWC), also called water scooter, is a recreational water craft that the rider rides or stands on, rather than inside of, as in a boat. These have an inboard engine driving a pump jet that has a screw-shaped impeller to create thrust for propulsion and steering.
There are a wide variety of "jet boats" many of which exceed 30-40' in length. The Coast Guard defines a personal watercraft, amongst other criteria, as a jet drive boat less than 13' in length, in order to exclude from that definition, more conventional sized jet boats.Most are designed for two or three people, though four-passenger models exist.
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Water parasailing
Get Latest Price


Parasailing, also known as parascending or parakiting, is a recreational kiting activity where a person is towed behind a vehicle (usually a boat) while attached to a specially designed canopy wing that reminds one of a parachute, known as a parasail wing. The manned kite's moving anchor may be a car, truck, or boat. The harness attaches the pilot to the parasail, which is connected to the boat, or land vehicle, by the tow rope. The vehicle then drives off, carrying the parascender (or wing) and person into the air. If the boat is powerful enough, two or three people can parasail behind it at the same time. The parascender has little or no control over the parachute. The activity is primarily a fun ride, not to be confused with the sport of paragliding.
Parasailing makes you Feel the thrill as you are gently lifted off the deck of the custom built parasail vessel to soar 300 feet above the pristine water of Trinity Inlet. You can fly solo or tandem, stay dry or take a dip. You are then winched back safely to the platform of the boat. Children can ride tandem with a parent as long as they are big enough to fit into the harness. A general rule of thumb is 5 - 6 years of age as a minimum.
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